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E-mail address: ajlevy@syr.edu (A.J. Levy).An exact analysis of the mechanics of interface failure is presented for a trilayer composite system con-
sisting of geometrically and materially distinct linear elastic layers separated by straight nonlinear, uni-
form and nonuniform decohesive interfaces. The technical signiﬁcance of this system stems from its
utility in representing two slabs joined together by a third adhesive layer whose thickness cannot be
neglected. The formulation, based on exact inﬁnitesimal strain elasticity solutions for rectangular
domains, employs a methodology recently developed by the authors to investigate both solitary defect
as well as multiple defect interaction problems in layered systems under arbitrary loading. Interfacial
integral equations, governing the normal and tangential displacement jump components at the
interfaces, are solved for the uniformly loaded trilayer system. Interfacial defects, taken in the form of
interface perturbations and nonbonded portions of interface, are modeled by coordinate dependent
interface strengths. They are examined in a variety of conﬁgurations chosen so as to shed light on the
various interfacial failure mechanisms active in layered systems.
 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
The mechanics of layered composite systems has been a subject
of interest to the structures and applied mechanics communities in
recent years owing to a diversity ofwell known applications of these
systems in industry (adhesive and protective coatings Chvedov and
Jones, 2004; Graziano, 2000; Boelen et al., 2004), health care (dental
restorations consisting of ceramic, ceramic ﬁlled polymer and
cementitious layers; Niu et al., 2008) and structural rehabilitation
(adhesion of ﬁber reinforced plastic plate to damaged concrete
beams). In the last application, two layers or slabs of differingmate-
rial properties are adhered to each other by an adhesive layer as-
sumed to be of negligible dimensions (Teng et al., 2003; Carpinteri
et al., 2007; Wang, 2007; De Lorenzis and Zavarise, 2008) or non
negligible dimensions (Rabinovitch and Frostig, 2001; Au and
Buyukozturk, 2006; Leung and Tung, 2006; Pan and Leung, 2007;
Yuan et al., 2007; Rabinovitch, 2008). The fundamental mechanics
by which layered systems fail is an interesting problem in its own
right, the earliest work (e.g., Ungsuwarungsri and Knauss, 1987)
predating the applications cited above by about 20 years. Classical
approaches taken in the treatment of this problem are well known
and have assumed a decohesive interface utilizing beam
theory (e.g., Ungsuwarungsri and Knauss, 1987; Leung and Tung,
2006; Pan and Leung, 2007; Wang, 2007; Carpinteri et al., 2008;
Rabinovitch, 2008) or the ﬁnite element method (Carpinteri et al.,ll rights reserved.
: +1 315 433 9099.2007; De Lorenzis and Zavarise, 2008). Linear elastic fracture
mechanics has also been used to analyze a sharp interface crack
(e.g., Hutchinson and Suo, 1992; Rabinovitch and Frostig, 2001;
Au and Buyukozturk, 2006).
Recently a new approach has been developed to treat layered
composites, separated by decohesive interfaces, which involves
writing exact elasticity solutions for the boundary displacement
components for each layer and piecing them together to form inte-
gral equations governing displacement discontinuity components
normal and tangent to the interface (Nguyen and Levy, 2009).
The equations are necessarily nonlinear owing to nonlinear inter-
face traction–separation/slip relations required to characterize
the interface. The solution process proceeds by reducing the inte-
gral equations to an inﬁnite set of nonlinear algebraic equations
which are then truncated and solved numerically. The efﬁcacy of
this approach is that: (i) it lacks the conceptual limitations of Eu-
ler–Bernoulli beam theory, (ii) it enables the determination of
interface separation/slip behavior without solving for the detailed
elastic ﬁelds within the layers and (iii) it approaches the generality
of ﬁnite element analysis (FEA) for the class of systems considered,
i.e., linear elastic layers. In other words, the methodology applies to
an arbitrary number of geometrically and materially distinct layers
separated by uniform or nonuniform interface traction–separation/
slip relations. Note that by uniform interface traction–separation/
slip relation we mean a vector valued expression generally
dependent on an interface coordinate dependent displacement
jump vector. A well known example (Ferrante et al., 1982), which
does not allow for interfacial shear, is the relation given by
Fig. 1. The geometry and loading for the N-layer composite, N = 3.
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the interface with unit normal n and u is the (normalized) normal
component of displacement jump across the interface, generally
dependent on an interface coordinate. The parameters rmax, q
are interface constitutive constants characterizing the interface
strength and the dimensionless force length, respectively. Interface
nonuniformities in the form of perturbations and crack-like defects
can be considered by allowing the interface strength to be a func-
tion of interface coordinate x, i.e., rmax(x). (A sharp crack can be
modeled within this framework by letting rmax(x) have the charac-
ter of a step function, Needleman, 1990a,b.) The interface force law
employed in this study, which accounts for interface shear, is intro-
duced in Section 3.2.
The loading on the upper and lower surfaces is arbitrarily pre-
scribed and deﬁned pointwise, and in terms of resultant shear
and normal forces and bending moments on each of the side sur-
faces. In Nguyen and Levy (2009) the general theory is developed
and solutions for the two layer composite system with a single de-
fect or a defect pair is obtained for the peel load case (two equal
and opposite shear forces applied at one end of the composite)
and the mixed mode load case (two equal and opposite normal
forces applied at one end of the composite equilibrated by a cou-
ple). For these cases the behavior is relatively simple with the
defect(s) extending smoothly for all values of loading less than
the unzip load (i.e., the maximum load attainable before dynamic
response). When the unzip load is attained the rate of change with
load of defect length da^=dP (due to shear slip or normal separation)
becomes unbounded at a ﬁnite value of defect length a^ðPÞ. This sig-
nals a breakdown in quasi static defect evolution and the coinci-
dent transition to dynamic behavior. The lack of equilibrium
states beyond criticality is due to the loading and the two layer
geometry considered. Within this context both ductile and brittle
modes of behavior can be identiﬁed. In the ductile case, character-
ized by large values of characteristic force length parameter1, the
rate da^=dP becomes large at large values of load P and defect length
a^ðPÞ; the interface defect opens up and extends gradually. For brittle
behavior (small characteristic force length parameter) the rate of in-
crease of defect length with load becomes large at small values of
load P and defect length a^ðPÞ. Furthermore, the defect behaves in
an almost stationary manner, opening a small amount but not
extending much until a critical P precipitates an abrupt unzipping
behavior. This phenomenon has been described elsewhere in differ-
ent contexts (Needleman, 1990a,b; Xie and Levy, 2007).
Motivated by the technical importance of: (i) the bonding of
two slabs via a third adhesive layer of non-negligible dimensions
and (ii) the importance of concrete cover separation2 (or concrete rip-
ping) as a possible failure mode, in this paper we provide a detailed
mathematical analysis of interface failure in a trilayer composite sys-
tem subject to uniform loading on the upper and lower surfaces
employing the procedure presented in Nguyen and Levy (2009).
The two interfaces separating the ﬁrst and second, and second and
third layers are assumed to have vanishing thickness and are mod-
eled by either uniform or non uniform traction–separation/slip rela-
tions of exponential type although any potential force law may be
employed. In Section 2 single layer solutions are brieﬂy reviewed
(Section 2.1) followed by a presentation of the governing integral
equations for the trilayer system (Section 2.2). Section 3, which
treats various aspects of the uniform interface problem, begins with
a discussion of the essential bifurcation and stability behavior (Sec-
tion 3.1) predicted in the remainder of the section. Small interface1 Constitutive parameter arising in the interface force law governing its range of
action.
2 If the adhesive layer thickness is neglected then separation of FRP plate and thin
concrete strip from the concrete beam during interface failure can be considered as a
trilayer system.nonuniformities, (perturbations of interface strength) are considered
here in order to examine stability. The results of this analysis serve
to illustrate both the complexity of interfacial phenomena in a rela-
tively simple system and, the suitability of the current approach in
teasing out stable equilibrium states from the myriad of solutions
that exist to this nonlinear problem. Ultimately, it is this ﬂexibility
which justiﬁes its use instead of FEA. The section closes with a brief
description of a desktop demonstration of debonding in the trilayer
system that has been designed and built to illustrate the stable con-
ﬁgurations attainable and, the brittle nature of the separation pro-
cesses predicted in the analysis (Section 3.5).
In Section 4 the nonuniform interface is considered for the spe-
cial case where the nonuniformity is taken in the form of a ‘‘crack-
like’’ defect. In order to test the robustness of the procedure the
case of uniform material layers containing a single defect situated
on one of the interfaces is solved and the results compared with
the sharp crack solution for the plate of ﬁnite width3 in a tensile
ﬁeld (Section 4.2). The paper closes with some comments on the sig-
niﬁcance of the results to the failure of layered systems.
2. Governing integral equations
2.1. Single layer solutions
This subsection contains a brief overview of certain results from
Nguyen and Levy (2009). A plane N-layer composite body B ¼ [N
j¼1
Bj,
with constituent layers Bj ¼ fðx; yjÞ x 2 ðl; lÞ; yj 2 ðhj;hjÞ
 g; j ¼
1; . . . ;N, is linear elastic with distinct layer moduli. Local coordi-
nates (x, yj) are situated at the center of the jth layer (Fig. 1) and
the quantities l and hi, i = 1, . . . , N are respectively, the layer half-
length and the layer thicknesses. The remainder of this subsection
is concerned with the single ‘‘jth’’ layer. Assume a layer is subject
to strong (that is pointwise prescribed) tractions on its horizontal
surfaces, sjðeyÞ ¼ f 1jx ex þ f 1jy ey, sjðeyÞ ¼ f 2jx ex  f 2jy ey where sj(n)
is the traction vector for the jth layer on the surface/interface with
normal n and the ﬁrst superscript on the traction components
(f ijx ; f
ij
y ) indicates the upper (i = 1) or the lower (i = 2) surface/inter-
face and the second superscript indicates layer (numbered from
top j = 1 to bottom j = N). In terms of stress components the strong
boundary conditions for the jth layer assume the form:3 In the context of layers we use the term length.
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j ¼ hj
  ¼ f 1jx ðxÞ; Sjyy x; yj ¼ hj  ¼ f 1jy ðxÞ;
Sjxy x; y
j ¼ hj
  ¼ f 2jx ðxÞ; Sjyy x; yj ¼ hj  ¼ f 2jy ðxÞ: ð1Þ
Note that the surface traction components ðf 1jy ; f 2jy ; f 1jx ; f 2jx Þ, repre-
senting normal ðf 1jy ; f 2jy Þ and shear tractions ðf 1jx ; f 2jx Þ on the horizon-
tal surfaces are assumed to be square integreble (i.e., piecewise
continuous with a ﬁnite number of bounded jump discontinuities)
and consistent with the global equilibrium of each layer, but other-
wise arbitrary. Ultimately traction components ðf 1jy ; f 2jy ; f 1jx ; f 2jx Þ on
interior surfaces are regarded as reactive and displacement jump
dependent while traction components on exterior surfaces are con-
sidered applied to a boundary. In this subsection assume all traction
components are applied on both horizontal surfaces of a given layer.
The vertical surfaces of a layer are subject to weak (that is resul-
tant prescribed) forces or moments where (Nij, Qij,Mij) is the set of
stress resultants: normal force Nij, shear force Qij or momentMij per
unit depth of cross section, on the left side (i = 1) or right side (i = 2)
of the jth layer. In terms of stress components the weak boundary
conditions for the jth layer assume the form:Z hj
hj
Sjxy x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ Q2j;
Z hj
hj
Sjxy x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ Q1j;
Z hj
hj
Sjxx x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ N2j;
Z hj
hj
Sjxx x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ N1j;
Z hj
hj
yjSjxx x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ M2j;
Z hj
hj
yjSjxx x ¼ l; yj
 
dyj ¼ M1j;
ð2Þ
Solutions to the plane traction boundary value problem of linear
elasticity are governed by the biharmonic equation DDu = 0, where
stress function u is related to the stresses by Sxx = o2//oy2, Syy = o2//
ox2, Sxy = o2//oxoy. In rectangular domains subject to complex
loading, the stress function can be represented in the form of an
expansion in harmonic eigenfunctions (see Timoshenko and
Goodier, 1970; Soutas-Little, 1973; Barber, 2002). For a single layer
subject to the boundary conditions described in (1) and (2) the
solution for u may be written as:
uðx; yÞ ¼
X1
n¼0
wnðyÞ cosanxþ
X1
n¼1
gnðyÞ sinanx; an ¼
np
l
; ð3Þ
with wn, gn given by
w0ðx;yÞ ¼ C0xyþ C1x2 þ C2x2yþ C3xy2 þ C4xy3 þ C30y2 þ C40y3;
wnðyÞ ¼ C1n coshanyþ C2n sinhanyþ C3nycoshanyþ C4ny sinhany;
gnðyÞ ¼ D1n coshanyþD2n sinhanyþD3ny coshanyþD4ny sinhany;
n¼ 1;2;3; . . . :
ð4Þ
In (3) and (4) the superscript on yj is dropped for convenience and it
is understood that y is a layer dependent local coordinate (see
Fig. 1). Note that the terms C10, C20y that would typically appear
in w0 are degenerate (since they lead to a null stress ﬁeld) and
are replaced by the terms C0xy, C1x2 (which lead to Fourier stress
components). In addition, the terms C2x2y, C3xy2, C4xy3 are added
which capture axial variation of shear force, normal force and bend-
ing moment required by the weak boundary conditions on the sur-
faces at x = ± l (Fig. 1). The 7 constants {C0, C1, C2, C3, C4, C30, C40},
together with the 8 sets of coefﬁcients {C1n, C2n, C3n, C4n, D1n,
D2n, D3n, D4n, n = 1, 2, . . .}, are determined by the 4 strong boundary
conditions (1) on y = ± h plus the 3 weak conditions on the left end
of a layer x = l (i.e., the 2nd, 4th, 6th equations in (2)). This follows
from the fact that a Fourier expansion of any one of the traction
components ðf 1jy ; f 2jy ; f 1jx ; f 2jx Þ in the strong boundary conditions (1)
represents 3 conditions, one on a constant term and two on the sets
of coefﬁcients. Thus, the 4 strong boundary conditions yield a total
of 4 conditions on the constants and 8 conditions on the sets ofcoefﬁcients. The three weak boundary conditions on the left end
provide the remaining 3 conditions on the constants. The weak
boundary conditions on the right end (i.e., the 1st, 3rd, 5th equa-
tions in (2)) are then used to obtain the resultant normal and shear
force, and resultant moment at the right end. It is not hard to show
that satisfaction of all of these conditions implies satisfaction of glo-
bal equilibrium for a layer. If the normal and shear loads
ðf 1jy ; f 2jy ; f 1jx ; f 2jx Þ on the upper and lower surfaces are written as mean
convergent Fourier expansions, then the coefﬁcients {C0, C1, C2,
C3, C4, C30, C40} and {C1n, C2n, C3n, C4n, D1n, D2n, D3n, D4n, n = 1, 2, . . .}
can be expressed in a form explicitly dependent on the boundary
loads. The stress ﬁeld is therefore completely determined by the
Fourier coefﬁcients of ðf 1jy ; f 2jy ; f 1jx ; f 2jx Þ and the constants N1j, Q1j, M1j.
The displacement components are obtained by direct integra-
tion of the stress-displacement gradient relations. The boundary
displacement components are key quantities in integral equation
development for the composite system. At boundary yj = lej = hj, ej
the nondimensional thickness, these components are:
ujxðx; lejÞ ¼ ujRx  lejxj þ gjxðx; lejÞ
þ
X2
i¼1
Z l
l
Kijxyðx;x0; lejÞf ijy ðx0Þdx0 þ
Z l
l
Kijxxðx;x0; lejÞf ijx ðx0Þdx0
 !
;
ujyðx; lejÞ ¼ ujRy þ xxj þ gjyðx; lejÞ
þ
X2
i¼1
Z l
l
Kijyyðx;x0; lejÞf ijy ðx0Þdx0 þ
Z l
l
Kijyxðx;x0; lejÞf ijx ðx0Þdx0
 !
;
ð5Þ
where the functions ðgjx;gjyÞ depend on the resultant end loadings
Nij, Qij, Mij and the ðKijxx;Kijxy;Kijyx;KijyyÞ are kernel functions with i = 1,
2 indicating a particular surface or interface. These quantities are
generally dependent on layer elastic properties Ej, mj, layer half-
length l and nondimensional thickness ej. Note that the boundary
displacement includes rigid body displacement components
ujRx xjejl; ujRy þxjx. This is because the layer has yet to be ﬁxed
in space. Explicit expressions for ðgjx;gjyÞ and the ðKijxx;Kijxy;Kijyx;KijyyÞ
are not given because they are intermediate results. Similar quanti-
ties for the composite system will be introduced in the next section
and provided in the Appendix A. The displacement components at
the boundary yj = lej = hj can be obtained from (5) by replacing
ej with ej.
Integral equations governing interfacial separation/slip behav-
ior can be obtained for a layered composite system by (i) utilizing
boundary displacement components (e.g., (5)) at interior surfaces
to form interface displacement jump quantities and (ii) properly
identifying applied boundary loads and reactive, displacement
jump dependent interface tractions. The methodology can handle
any number of layers of different thicknesses, different elastic
properties, different general nonlinear, nonuniform interface sepa-
ration/slip relations and general strong boundary loads on the hor-
izontal surfaces/interfaces and weak loads on the vertical surfaces.
2.2. Integral equations for the trilayer composite
Consider the trilayer system shown in Fig. 2. Let the loading on
the top surface of the ﬁrst layer be given by ðf 11x ; f 11y Þ ¼ ð0;rÞ while
the loading on the bottom surface of the third layer be given by
ðf 23x ; f 23y Þ ¼ ð0;rÞ. Note that in the actual calculations the rigid sep-
aration of the two outer layers will be controlled and r will be ob-
tained as part of the solution. In certain cases this allows for the
computation of branches of equilibria beyond the bifurcation
point. Further assume the force and moment resultants on the lat-
eral surfaces of the layers vanish. If the single layer solution is ap-
plied to each of the three layers then f 1x ¼ f 21x ¼ f 12x ; f 1y ¼ f 21y ¼ f 12y
and f 2x ¼ f 22x ¼ f 13x ; f 2y ¼ f 22y ¼ f 13y are interface traction–separation/
2l 
2h2
2h3
2h1
σ
σ
Fig. 2. The uniformly loaded composite trilayer.
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second interface (between layers 2 and 3), respectively which, for
nonuniform interfaces, may be written as f 1x ðx;u1ðxÞ;v1ðxÞÞ;
f 1y ðx;u1ðxÞ; v1ðxÞÞ; f 2x ðx;u2ðxÞ;v2ðxÞÞ; f 2y ðx;u2ðxÞ; v2ðxÞÞ. The normal-
ized displacement jump components u1(x), v1(x) for the ﬁrst inter-
face are deﬁned by u1 = [u1]  ex/l, v1 = [u1]  ey/l where the
displacement jump vector [u1] is the boundary displacement dif-
ference u1(x, y1 = h1)  u2(x, y2 = h2), u1(x, y1 = h1) taken in the
ﬁrst layer and u2(x, y2 = h2) taken in the second layer. Similar rea-
soning applies for the displacement jump components u2(x), v2(x)
for the second interface. Integral equations governing the normal
component of displacement jump (separation) v1 or v2 and tangen-
tial component (shear slip) u1 or u2 can be obtained in a manner
similar to what was used for the bilayer problem (Nguyen and
Levy, 2009). That is, write a boundary displacement component
(e.g., (5)) for the lower surface of layer one and the upper surface
of layer two and subtract like components. Then write a boundary
displacement component for the lower surface of layer two and the
upper surface of layer three and subtract like components. This
leads to coupled integral equations for the jump quantities u1(x),
v1(x), u2(x), v2(x):
v1 xð Þ ¼
Z 1
1
K11yy x; x
0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K12yy x; x
0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0
þ
Z 1
1
K11yx x; x
0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K12yx x; x
0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
þ x1 x2ð Þxþ v1R  v2R;
u1 xð Þ ¼
Z 1
1
K11xy x; x
0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K12xy x; x
0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0
þ
Z 1
1
K11xx x; x
0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K12xx x; x
0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0 þ e1x1
þ e2x2 þ u1R  u2R;
v2 xð Þ ¼
Z 1
1
K22yy x; x
0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K21yy x; x
0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
þ
Z 1
1
K22yx x; x
0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K21yx ðx; x0Þf 1x ðx0Þdx0
þ ðx2 x3Þxþ v2R  v3R;
u2 xð Þ ¼
Z 1
1
K22xy x; x
0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K21xy x; x
0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
þ
Z 1
1
K22xx x; x
0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0 þ
Z 1
1
K21xx x; x
0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0 þ e3x3
þ e2x2 þ u2R  u3R;
ð6Þ
where kernels K21yy ¼ K12yy ;K22yy ¼ K11yy ;K21yx ¼ K12yx ;K22yx ¼ K11yx ;K21xy ¼
K11xy ;K22xy ¼ K11xy ;K21xx ¼ K12xx ;K22xx ¼ K11xx (different from the kernels
in (5)) are generally dependent on layer elastic properties Ei, mi,
layer half-length l and ei. (the speciﬁc forms of the kernels are given
in the Appendix A (A.1), (A.2), (A.3), (A.4), (A.5)). The numbering
scheme for the kernels is that the ﬁrst (second) subscript indicates
direction of the displacement jump (traction) component while theﬁrst (second) superscript indicates interface associated with the
displacement jump (traction) component. Note that in each of the
component integral equations there are 3 groups of terms: (i)
integrals involving the direct effect on separation/slip of reactive
displacement jump dependent interface tractions on that interface
(1st and 3rd integrals), (ii) integrals involving the indirect effect
on separation/slip of reactive displacement jump dependent inter-
face tractions from the other interface (2nd and 4th integrals),
(iii) rigid body terms including rotation xj and translation u
j
R; v
j
R
for the jth layer. The rigid body terms u1R;v1R;x1;u2R;v2R;x2;u3R;
v3R;x3 appearing in the integral equations (6) are handled in the fol-
lowing way. Because an equilibrium set of applied boundary loads
are chosen for the trilayer system (Fig. 2) the satisfaction of the glo-
bal equilibrium equations for two of the layers implies satisfaction
of global equilibrium for the third layer. Now the reactive displace-
ment jump dependent interface tractions are unknown so the six
additional integral equations arising from the global equilibrium
of two of the layers must be actively satisﬁed, i.e., they are coupled
to (6) (note that they have been used to simply (6) by eliminating
the boundary traction r). Their form is:Z l
l
f 1x ðxÞdx ¼ 0; r
Z l
l
f 1y ðxÞdx ¼ 0;Z l
l
xf 1yðxÞdx h1
Z l
l
f 1x ðxÞdx ¼ 0;Z l
l
f 1x ðxÞ  f 2x ðxÞ
 
dx ¼ 0;
Z l
l
f 1y ðxÞ  f 2y ðxÞ
h i
dx ¼ 0;
Z l
l
x f 1y ðxÞ  f 2y ðxÞ
h i
dx h2
Z l
l
f 1x ðxÞ þ f 2x ðxÞ
 
dx ¼ 0;
ð7ÞThus we have available six additional equations from (7) to solve for
six of the ten parameters consisting of nine rigid body displacement
quantities associated with the three individual layers plus one load-
ing term r. In the calculations that follow we ﬁx the bottom layer
against horizontal rigid translation and rigid rotation
(u3R ¼ x3 ¼ 0) and control the vertical displacement of the top and
bottom layers so that v3R ¼ v1R. The remaining 6 unknown quanti-
ties (rigid body displacement of the middle layer u2R; v2R;x2, rotation
and horizontal displacement of the top layer u1R;x1, and boundary
loading r) are part of the solution. A prescription of the quantities
f 1x ; f
1
y and f
2
x ; f
2
y as functions of interface coordinate x, normal sepa-
ration m1, m2 and shear slip u1, u2 completes the governing equations
of the problem. In other words, the system (6) and (7) is well posed
and its solution u1(x), v1(x), u2(x), v2(x), enables the determination of
interface traction distributions f 1x ; f
1
y and f
2
x ; f
2
y . If desired, the stress
ﬁeld within the layers can be determined (from (3) and (4)) since all
the boundary conditions are available explicitly.
The solution to (6) and (7) follows by ﬁrst expanding the sepa-
ration/slip quantities u1(x), v1(x), u2(x), v2(x) in eigenfunctions of
the kernels ((A.6) of the Appendix A). The expansions are substi-
tuted into (6) and (7) reducing them to an inﬁnite set of nonlinear
algebraic equations (A.7) which are then truncated and solved for
the unknown mode multipliers. This is carried out by a computer
program which utilizes the Newton–Raphson method to solve
the equations. Integrals explicitly appearing in the algebraic equa-
tions are evaluated using a Romberg integration algorithm. In all
the calculations that follow 128 modes were used in the expansion.
This number was chosen because it represents a good balance be-
tween (i) smoothness of results, (ii) solution precision and (iii)
available computer power. Precision of solutions was tested with
different numbers of modes to assure insigniﬁcant truncation
errors, i.e. errors that do not affect the qualitative features of the
debonding behavior or, signiﬁcantly affect stress distributions.
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Fig. 3. Equilibrium conﬁgurations after bifurcation: I. Straight centerline, II.
General, III. Symmetric, IV. Skew-symmetric.
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3.1. Separation phenomena in the trilayer composite
The evolution of equilibrium states in the trilayer composite,
with uniform interfaces under uniform loading (Fig. 2), can be
summarized as follows. Equal and opposite rigid displacement of
the top and bottom layers are controlled in the calculation (with
the boundary stress r obtained as part of the solution) so that sta-
ble and unstable equilibrium states beyond the bifurcation point
can be determined. All three layers deform and interface displace-
ment jumps evolve in response to increasing prescribed rigid dis-
placement loads. Under small loading, all three layers are
deformed and all three initially horizontal centerlines remain
straight and parallel. The deformed shape of a layer can be uniform
(having uniform thickness) or nonuniform (having varying thick-
ness) depending on layer properties. When the top and bottom lay-
ers are displaced far enough to some critical value(s) of rigid
displacement, the equilibrium conﬁguration consisting of straight
and parallel centerlines becomes unstable and the system bifur-
cates to a number of possible conﬁgurations (Fig. 3). The conﬁgu-
rations after the bifurcation point(s) can be classiﬁed by their
deformation and basic movement into the following: (i) straight
parallel centerlines with or without middle layer vertical transla-
tion (conﬁguration I in Fig. 3), (ii) curved centerlines with or with-
out middle layer rigid rotation4. The class of curved centerlines of
the middle layer can be further divided into subclasses, i.e., vertically
symmetric (conﬁguration III), vertically skew-symmetric (conﬁgura-
tion IV) and nonsymmetric (conﬁguration II). When solutions are uni-
form, the layer centerlines are straight and parallel, normal
separations are constant along interfaces and relative slips vanish,
the system can have solutions that are symmetric or nonsymmetric
about the horizontal. All others are nonuniform. The nonuniformity
of interface displacement jumps arises from either variation in layer
thicknesses or bending of layers or both. The speciﬁc system consid-
ered next is one in which the top and bottom layers have identical
material and geometrical properties so that j1 = j3, l1 = l3, e1 = e3,
where j is the Kosolov constant (equal to 3–4 m for plane strain
and (3  m)/(1 + m) for plane stress), l is the shear modulus, and e,
as previously deﬁned, is the thickness ratio (equal to h/l).-2
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δn=0.0053.2. Interface force law
Similar to a recent study by the authors (Nguyen and Levy,
2009) we choose a smooth hyperelastic exponential interface con-
stitutive relation proposed by Xu and Needleman (1993). This
model allows for both normal and shear failure modes in the inter-
facial region and a coupling of the physically based nonlinear nor-
mal force-separation relation of Ferrante et al. (1982) to a
phenomenological nonlinear shear mechanism. As originally
proposed, the law was derived for sharp, crystalline interfaces. It4 The top layer may rotate and/or translate as well.is used here because it is general enough to capture most of the
physically reasonable interactions between the normal and shear
modes. Modiﬁcations of the exponential law have been carried
out (Van den Bosch, 2006) in order to overcome certain anomalies
however these are not without their own limitations. In Nguyen
and Levy (2009) the Xu–Needleman law was compared with an
uncoupled piecewise linear law in a bilayer system. The results
were qualitatively the same although the Xu–Needleman law gave
a somewhat stiffer response. For both interfaces of the trilayer sys-
tem write:
fy ¼ ermax exp  vdn
 
v
dn
exp C
2u2
d2n
 !"
 1 exp C
2u2
d2n
 !" #
q v
dn
 #
;
fx ¼ 2eqrmax C2 udn
 
exp  v
dn
 
exp C
2u2
d2n
 !
;
ð8Þ
where e = exp(1). This form guarantees that the maximum shear
that can be transmitted decreases with increasing normal separa-
tion v. The four interfacial constitutive parameters are: normal
characteristic force length (dn) normalized by layer half-length l,
the normal interface strength (rmax), the ratio of shear interface en-
ergy to normal interface energy for complete separation (q = /s//n),
and the shear stiffness/strength parameter C. Another equivalent
set is: normal characteristic force length (dn), the normal interface
strength (rmax), the shear characteristic force length dt) (deﬁned
by dt = C1dn), the shear interface strength (smax) (deﬁned by
smax ¼ qCrmax
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2e
p
) where the ﬁrst (last) two characterize normal
(shear) mode response. Note that when there is no shear slip the
maximum interface normal traction fmaxy ðvÞ ¼ rmax occurs at
v = dn. Alternatively, when there is no normal separation the maxi-
mum interface shear traction fmaxx ðuÞ ¼ smax occurs at u ¼ dt
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
=2.
Furthermore, the normal energy of complete separation is given
by /n ¼
Rþ1
0 fyð0; vÞdv ¼ ermaxdn while the corresponding shear en-
ergy is /t ¼
Rþ1
0 f xðu; 0Þdu ¼ q/n. The initial normal stiffness is
dfy
dv jð0; 0Þ ¼ ermaxdn while the initial shear stiffness is
dfx
du jð0; 0Þ ¼ 2qermaxC
2
dn
Thus, for ﬁxed rmax, q and dn, larger C (i.e., smaller dt) represents
a stiffer, stronger interface response in shear. The uncoupled normal
and tangential interface constitutive relations fyð0; vÞ and fxðu; 0Þ,
according to the force law (8), are shown in Fig. 4 for differentFig. 4. The interface force law.
Fig. 5. The real valued branches of the Lambert W function.
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that the interface shear force fx is normalized by shear strength
smax, so that these curves do not depend on q. Unless otherwise sta-
ted the parameter values q = 0.5, C = 0.7 are used in all calculations
reﬂecting an interface that is weaker and more ductile ðsmax ¼
:816rmax; dt ¼ 1:43dn;/t ¼ 0:5/nÞ), and initially more compliant in
shear (dfx=duð0;0Þ  12 dfy=dvð0;0Þ).
Further note that in this section the two interfaces separating
the ﬁrst and second, and the second and third layers are assumed
to be identical so that, for the force law just described, r1max ¼
r3max ¼ rmax; d1n ¼ d3n ¼ dn; s1max ¼ s3max ¼ smax; d1t ¼ d3t ¼ dt .
3.3. Uniform solutions
Uniform separation and slip ﬁelds for the three layer system
will exist but only under restrictive conditions. For example, differ-
ential lateral contractions arising from elastic property differences
in the layers will induce nonuniform interfacial slip ﬁelds. How-
ever, if all three slabs have the same uniform lateral strain under
the loading indicated in Fig. 2, then there will be no relative slip be-
tween layers and uniform solutions may exist. Here we look for
uniform solutions and let the equations tell us under what condi-
tions they can exist. The motivation for analyzing this class of
restrictive solutions is twofold. First, they are simple but nontrivial,
can be obtained analytically and yield physically relevant behavior
and second, they provide a test for the more general computational
program used to study nonuniform solutions.
Thus, assume uniform solutions:
u1ðxÞ ¼ u10; u12k1 ¼ u12k ¼ 0;
v1ðxÞ ¼ v10; v12k1 ¼ v12k ¼ 0;
u2ðxÞ ¼ u20; u22k1 ¼ u22k ¼ 0;
v2ðxÞ ¼ v20; v22k1 ¼ v22k ¼ 0;
k ¼ 1;2; . . . :
ð9Þ
where u10;u
2
0;v10;v20 are constant. As stated above we ﬁx the bottom
layer against horizontal rigid translation and rigid rotation
(u3R ¼ x3 ¼ 0) and control the vertical rigid displacements so that
the top and bottom layers displace equally and in opposite direc-
tions (rigid loading), i.e., v3R ¼ v1R. For the uniform solution (9), nec-
essary and sufﬁcient conditions for the modal Eq. (A.7) and global
equilibrium equations (7) to be satisﬁed are that: (i) none of the
three layers rotate (x1 =x2 =x3 = 0), (ii) the interfacial shear trac-
tions and the shear slip ﬁelds vanish (f 1x ¼ f 2x ¼ 0;u10 ¼ u20 ¼ 0), (iii)
the normal interface tractions are uniform and equal to the bound-
ary traction (f 1y ¼ f 2y ¼ fy ¼ r), (iv) the constraint:
j1  3
l1
¼ j2  3
l2
; ð10Þ
holds. It is not hard to show that (10) is the requirement that the
lateral strains of the layers, under uniform stress, be equal. Note
that under these conditions the horizontal rigid displacements of
the layers can then be arbitrarily set to zero (u1R ¼ u2R ¼ u3R ¼ 0).
Additionally, the modal equations (A.7) and global equilibrium
equations (7) lead to the following set:
r^ f^ 1yðv10Þ ¼ 0;
r^ f^ 2yðv20Þ ¼ 0;
v10 þ vf^ 1yðv10Þ  v1R þ v2R ¼ 0;
v20 þ vf^ 2yðv20Þ  v2R  v1R ¼ 0;
ð11Þ
where nondimensional quantities are:v ¼ 1
8
e1ðj1 þ 1Þrmax=l1 þ e2ðj2 þ 1Þrmax=l2
 
;
r^ ¼ r=rmax; f^ 1y ¼ f 1y =rmax; f^ 2y ¼ f 2y =rmax;
ð12Þ
Eq. (11) can be solved for the uniform interface separations v10;v20,
the rigid displacement of the middle layer v2R and the boundary
traction r provided the rigid loading of the upper layer v1R is known.
Note that interfacial separations above and below the middle layer
v10;v20, are not necessarily the same because ðfyÞ1, for the force law
(8)1, is multivalued. The solutions for v2R; r^ can be obtained implic-
itly from (8)1, (11)1 and (11)2 (once v10, v20, have been eliminated
using (11)3 and (11)4). They are given by
v2R ¼ 0; v1R  vr^þ dnW1 r^e1
  ¼ 0; and;
v2R þ
1
2
dn W1 r^e1
 W2 r^e1   ¼ 0;
v1R  vr^þ
1
2
dn W1 r^e1
 þW2 r^e1   ¼ 0;
ð13Þ
where W1, W2 are real valued branches of the multivalued Lambert
W function (recall that the solution to the equation y exp(y) = x is
y =W(x). W1(x) is the principal branch with W1(0) = 0, Corless
et al., 1996) (Fig. 5). Note that the uniform separations v10;v20 then
follow from (11)3 and (11)4. The global behavior of solutions (13)
is summarized in Figs. 6 and 7 which depict the rigid displacement
of the middle layer (Fig. 6), and the interfacial or boundary stress
(Fig. 7), as functions of rigid loading of top (and bottom) layer
(v1Rð¼ v3RÞ) for different values of parameter vd1n . Fig. 6 indicates
that for values of v1R=dn less than a critical value v1RC=dn (which is
greater than one) only the symmetric solution is available, i.e.,
one for which the centerline of the middle layer does not displace
rigidly. For values of v1R=dn, greater than critical v1RC=dn, generally
dependent on vd1n , a second, nonsymmetric solution becomes
available i.e., one for which the centerline of the middle layer dis-
places rigidly. The symmetric and nonsymmetric solutions are illus-
trated in the boxes in Fig. 6. The transition to the nonsymmetric
branch can be gradual, for values of vd1n , less than about 2/3, or
abrupt for values of vd1n , greater than 2/3. Thus, from (12)1, small
force length parameter dn, large interface strength rmax, small shear
Fig. 6. The uniform mode solution. Displacement. vd1n ¼ 0:1;0:5;1:0;1:5;2:0.
Fig. 7. The uniform mode solution. Boundary stress. vd1n ¼ 0:1;0:5;1:0;1:5;2:0;3:5.
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abrupt or brittle nonsymmetric separation. As one moves from
the origin along the positive v1R=dn axis in Fig. 6 the number of solu-
tions increases from 1 (when v1R=dn < v1RC=d) to 3 (when
v1R=dn > v1RC=dn and vd
1
n < 2=3) to 5 (when v1R=dn > v1RC=dn and
vd1n > 2=3). Because there is no bias in the system towards dis-
placement above or below the horizontal, nonsymmetric solutions
can be in the ﬁrst or fourth quadrant. The symmetric to nonsym-
metric transition, which can be either gradual or abrupt depending
on vd1n , is mathematically analogous to Euler column buckling
(gradual) and physically analogous to snap buckling of arches
(abrupt).
Local behavior near the bifurcation point can be obtained in a
straightforward manner by standard techniques (Golubitsky and
Schaffer, 1985). In order to obtain necessary conditions for bifurca-
tion from the symmetric branch (in which the gaps v10, v20 are
equal), compute the Jacobian matrix of the system (11) and force
its determinant to vanish:Df^ 1y v10
 
1þ vDf^ 2y v20
 h iþ Df^ 2y v20  1þ vDf^ 1y v10 h i ¼ 0: ð14Þ
Eq. (14) will ﬁrst become true when Df^ 1yðv10Þ ¼ Df^ 2yðv20Þ ¼ 0, i.e., all
quantities in (14) are initially positive as the rigid separation of out-
er layers increases from zero in the reference state. For the force law
(8)1 the vanishing of the derivatives Df^ 1yðv10Þ;Df^ 2yðv20Þ implies
v10 ¼ v20 ¼ dn or, r^ ¼ f^ 1yðdnÞ ¼ f^ 2yðdnÞ ¼ 1. Thus, (11)3,4 lead to the
critical rigid loading separation v1RC given by
v1RC ¼ dn þ v ¼ dn þ
1
8
e1ðj1 þ 1Þrmaxl1
þ e2ðj2 þ 1Þrmaxl2

 
: ð15Þ
Note that there is symmetric bifurcation as well which is deter-
mined by the vanishing of the bracketed quantities in (14). These
are states in which the gaps remain equal but the gap magnitude
undergoes a discontinuous jump at a critical value of the rigid load-
ing. We will not consider this further because it leads to unstable
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metric transition, i.e., at values of v10 ¼ v20 > dn.
The transition from ductile (supercritical) to brittle (subcritical)
bifurcation can be shown to occur exactly when vd1n ¼ 2=3. Con-
sider the ‘‘parabolic’’ branch of equilibria (Fig. 6) and note that
for values of vd1n < 2=3, there is one solution forv1R=dn in the ﬁrst
quadrant while for values of vd1n > 2=3 there are two solutions
in the ﬁrst quadrant. The transition at which one solution bifur-
cates to two is the ductile–brittle transition. Thus a necessary con-
dition for this transition is that the Jacobian of the matrix of
derivatives of solution (13)2,3 (taken with respect to v1R; r^) vanish
at r^ ¼ 1:
det JFjv2R¼0
r^¼1
0
B@
1
CA¼vþ dn
2e
lim
r^!1
@W1 sð Þ
@s

s¼r^e1
þ@W2 sð Þ
@s

s¼r^e1

 
¼v dn
2e
4e
3
¼0;
ð16Þ
which leads to the stated condition. (Note that, because of the sin-
gularity of the derivatives of W1, W2, the limit is taken after the
sum.)
For the conservative system considered here, the stability of
uniform solutions can be determined by employing the energy cri-
terion, i.e., an equilibrium solution is said to be locally stable if the
total potential energy of the system is a local minimum. A sufﬁ-
cient condition for this to be true is for the quadratic form com-
posed of second partial derivatives of the total potential energy
of the system to be positive deﬁnite. A sufﬁcient condition for local
stability is therefore that the eigenvalues of the matrix of second
partial derivatives of the total potential energy have positive real
parts. The total potential energy can be obtained through its gradi-
ents by relating them to the governing equilibrium equations, but
not before the set of Eq. (11) is reconditioned so that the Jacobian
matrix is symmetric (in order for the total potential energy to exist
its second partial derivatives must commute). A reduced set of
equilibrium equations, equivalent to (11) but with a symmetric
Jacobian matrix, is given byF1 v10;v20;v2R
  ¼ v10 þ vf^ 1y v10  v1R þ v2R ¼ 0;
F2 v10;v
2
0;v
2
R
  ¼ v20 þ vf^ 2y v20  v2R  v1R ¼ 0;
F3 v10;v20;v2R
  ¼ v10  v20 þ 2v2R;
ð17ÞFig. 8. Separation/slip distributions (nonuniformities arise from differential lateral
strains).where the stress r^ has been eliminated (it can be obtained directly
from (11)1 or (11)2 if desired). Note that (17)1 and (17)2 are just
(11)3 and (11)4 while (17)3 is obtained by substituting
f^ 1yðv10Þ ¼ f^ 2yðv20Þ (from (11)1 and (11)2) in (11)3 and (11)4 and sub-
tracting. The vanishing of the Jacobian determinant of (17) leads
to bifurcation conditions that are equivalent to that obtained from
(11). It is a straightforward matter to show that all three eigen-
values associated with the symmetric solution v2R ¼ 0 (Fig. 6) are
positive for values of rigid load separation v1R less than the critical
value for bifurcation given by (15). For values of v1R greater than
the critical value v1RC at least one eigenvalue is negative so the sym-
metric solution is unstable. Stability characteristics for the nonsym-
metric branches are more complicated and depend on whether or
not the bifurcation point is supercritical (vd1n ¼ :1; :5 in Fig. 6) or
subcritical ((vd1n ¼ 1;1:5;2:0 in Fig. 6). For the supercritical case
both nonsymmetric branches (in the ﬁrst and fourth quadrants)
are stable. For the subcritical case only the part of the nonsymmet-
ric branch with positive (negative) slope in the ﬁrst quadrant
(fourth quadrant) is stable.
Comparison between the numerical solution, using the general
interfacial equations (A.7), and the analytical solution (13) is given
in Fig. 6 and show identical results.3.4. Nonuniform solutions
Uniform solutions are rare requiring the precise satisfaction of
condition (10). When the condition is satisﬁed however, uniform
solutions are unique (and therefore stable) at small values of rigid
load. When condition (10) is not satisﬁed, differential lateral
strains of the layers will occur and uniform solutions will not exist
even at small rigid loading. In this case, the layers maintain straight
parallel centerlines, system symmetry about both the y-axis and
the centerline of the middle layer, but all layers will have nonuni-
form thicknesses. When departures from the equality (10) de-
crease, the nonuniform conﬁgurations just described approach
uniform conﬁgurations indicted in the upper box in Fig. 6. In other
words, uniform solutions are the limits of nonuniform straight par-
allel centerline solutions when condition (10) is approached. Non-
uniformity ﬁrst appears at the lateral ends of the layers and
increases under increasing rigid load. Fig. 8 depicts computed nor-
mal and shear displacement jumps on the upper (ﬁrst) interface at
small rigid load v1R ¼ 0:005 for dn ¼ d1n ¼ d2n ¼ 0:01 and two differ-
ent sets of values of (E1, E2) which are permutations of
(100, 200). E1, E2 are nondimensionalized with respect to rmax.
Note that the Poisson ratio for all layers is chosen to be .3 in all cal-
culations in this section. Furthermore, system symmetry and
uniqueness of solution at small rigid loading demands identical re-
sponse at the second interface. The ﬁgure indicates that normal
separation is maximum: (i) at the lateral ends for the case where
the middle layer modulus is larger than that of the other layers
and, (ii) at the middle for the case where the modulus of the mid-
dle layer is smaller. Shear slip has a maximum at the left lateral
end and a minimum at the right end for the case of larger middle
layer modulus and vice versa (Fig. 8). Note that variations in layer
thickness for the straight centerline shape is reﬂected in normal
displacement jump component curves in Fig. 8 (recall that all lay-
ers have uniform thicknesses in the undeformed state, the top and
bottom layers are identical, interfaces are identical, and the system
has uniform normal boundary stress on the external horizontal
surfaces).
The initial nonuniform solution, under increasing rigid loading,
ultimately becomes unstable and bifurcates (although it remains
available after bifurcation as well). Solutions to the set of modal
equations (A.7) and global equilibrium equations (7) are difﬁcult
to obtain numerically and the Newton–Raphson method does not
usually return the straight, parallel centerline solution but goes
Fig. 9. Perturbed and unperturbed (p = 0) solutions. Separations v1, v2 represent
symmetric solution (for dn = 0.01). Rotationx2 represents skew-symmetric solution
(for dn = 0.1).
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cal difﬁculties probably occur because of the existence of many
solutions with similar stability characteristics near the bifurcation
point, and the truncation of the expansions of displacement jump
components (A.6) which gives rise to an uncontrollable numerical
perturbation. These difﬁculties can be resolved by using a pre-
scribed or controllable perturbation. The beneﬁt of using a control-
lable perturbation is threefold: (i) the effects of uncertainties from
numerical perturbations are eliminated, (ii) controllable perturba-
tions can be utilized to trigger and maintain speciﬁc equilibrium
conﬁgurations and (iii) stability characteristics of the triggered
conﬁgurations can be estimated by tuning the magnitude of the
perturbation. This framework focuses on simple symmetric and
skew-symmetric solutions (numbers III and IV in Fig. 3). Other
solutions, with more complex deformation patterns and higher
curvatures of the layers (e.g., number II in Fig. 3) require higher
strain energies and are less likely to be stable (and therefore obser-
vable) than solutions of simpler shapes. Perturbations to the inter-
face strengths (i.e., small defects) are used in the skew-symmetric
form (note that when b = 0 symmetry is measured with respect to
the x = 0 axis):
r^1max xð Þ ¼
rmax  p; x < b
rmax; xP b

; r^2max xð Þ ¼
rmax; x < b
rmax  p; xP b

ð18Þ
and the symmetric form:
r^1max xð Þ ¼
rmax  p; xj j > a
rmax; xj j 6 a

; r^2max xð Þ ¼
rmax; xj j > a
rmax  p; xj j 6 a

ð19Þ
where pP 0 is the perturbation magnitude and a, b are positive real
numbers deﬁning the geometry of the perturbed regions. Once a
perturbed solution is reached, the unperturbed solution can be ob-
tained by using the perturbed solution as the initial state in the
Newton–Raphson calculation. A sample bifurcation diagram is
shown in Fig. 9 which exhibits both unperturbed (p = 0) and per-
turbed symmetric and skew symmetric solutions, for two different
values of perturbation magnitude. In the ﬁgure the bifurcation
parameter is the rigid loading v1R. Symmetric response is illustrated
by the normal interface displacement jump components v1(x), v2(x)evaluated at x = 0.5. Nonsymmetric response is depicted by the
rotation of the middle layer x2 (the top layer does not rotate
(x1 = 0) but, it translates horizontally to the left). The perturbed
solutions approach the unperturbed solutions in the limit as the
perturbation magnitude decreases (p ; 0) and, because of this, the
initial branch of equilibria, which exists, is not continued on after
bifurcation (these states are unstable in any event). Symmetric
and skew-symmetric solutions, obtained for ﬁxed geometrical and
material parameters E1 = 100rmax, E2 = 200rmax, m1 = m2 = 0.3,
e1 = 0.2, e2 = 0.1 are shown in Figs. 10–15 with system conﬁgura-
tions sketched in the boxes. Fig. 10 depicts distributions of normal
and shear displacement jump components for the lower interface.
Skew symmetric perturbations of the forms (18), with perturbation
magnitude p = 0.01 and b = 0, is used to trigger nonsymmetric re-
sponse. The distribution curve for the normal displacement jump
of the upper interface (not shown) has a shape which is a reﬂection
through a horizontal line to that of the lower interface which im-
plies the skew-symmetric conﬁguration shown in the box. The ar-
row indicates the direction of evolution of response as the rigid
loading of the outer layers increase. The ﬁgures indicate a brittle
transition from the, approximately uniform, skew perturbed initial
conﬁgurations to a fully skew-symmetric conﬁguration. Note that
even though condition (10) (required for uniform solutions) is not
even approximately satisﬁed, approximately uniform states before
bifurcation arise because the layers are considerably stiffer than
the interface. Thus, in the absence of perturbation, a brittle transi-
tion from the initially symmetric (with straight middle centerline)
approximately uniform conﬁguration to a skew-symmetric conﬁgu-
ration will occur. Distributions of normal and shear traction along
the lower interface, displayed in Fig. 11, are consistent with the nor-
mal and shear displacement jumps shown in Fig. 10. Values of the
normal displacement jump component that are either larger than
dn (right end in Fig. 10) or smaller than dn (left end in Fig. 10) lead
to normalized values of normal traction less than 1 (left and right
ends in Fig. 11). Note that large values of the normal displacement
jump component (e.g., at right end in Fig. 10) are associated with a
decreased magnitude of shear and normal traction components
(e.g., at the right end of Fig. 11). This is consistent with the exponen-
tial force displacement jump relations (8). The shear traction distri-
bution has balanced positive and negative domains required for a
vanishing shear resultant on the interface. The skew-symmetric
solution shown in Figs. 10 and 11, triggered by a perturbation of
magnitude p = 0.01 and b = 0, shows a slight incline of the curves
of normal displacement jump before bifurcation and a small kink
in the middle of the normal traction curves. Both behaviors arise
from the speciﬁc form of the interface strength defect used (see
(18)). Varying b produces other perturbed states of the same unper-
turbed conﬁguration (not shown). Note that graphs of displacement
jump components (Fig. 10), which are obtained directly in the pres-
ent formulation, reveal very small oscillations using 128 mode mul-
tipliers. Larger oscillations in interface traction components
(Fig. 11) occur because of the ampliﬁcation effect of the force law.
The normal and shear interface traction components have large
derivatives on both sides of their maxima which work to amplify
minor oscillations that exist in the displacement jump components.
These oscillations could be removed by smoothing out the displace-
ment jump components however smoothing tools were deemed not
to be necessary in the present work because absolute values of
interface traction components at a point are not as important as
their qualitative global distribution. Rotation of the middle layer
for three different values of the normal interface characteristic force
length dn and ﬁxed interface strength is shown in Fig. 12. The curve
for dn = 0.03 indicates a classical snap bifurcation (perturbation of a
subcritical pitchfork) which is consistent with the jumps in distri-
butions of displacement (Fig. 10) and interface traction (Fig. 11).
The ﬁgure indicates that decreasing dn precipitates brittle
Fig. 10. Distribution of normal separation and shear slip on the lower interface. Skew-symmetric perturbation dn = 0.03.
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Also, increasing the thickness ratio h1/h2 increases the tendency
for brittle bifurcation. It can be inferred from this fact that decreas-
ing (increasing) the bending stiffness EI, (I is area moment of inertia
proportional to the cube of layer thickness) of the middle layer (out-
er layers) can precipitate brittle bifurcation as well. Figs. 13 and 14
show the displacement jump and traction distributions along the
lower interface for the case of symmetric perturbations (19) of mag-
nitudes p = 0.05 and a = 0.5. The ﬁgures clearly indicate that the ini-
tial states of the system are approximately uniform after which
there is abrupt bifurcation to fully symmetric conﬁgurations. A
bifurcation diagram depicting the normal displacement jumps in
the middle of both interfaces (i.e., v1ðx ¼ 0Þ;v2ðx ¼ 0Þ) for the sym-
metric shapes are shown in Fig. 15 for three different values of dn.
The value of the normal characteristic force length (dn of about
0.005) for which bifurcation of the symmetric conﬁguration be-
comes abrupt is an order of magnitude lower than that for the
skew-symmetric conﬁguration (dn of about 0.05). This is probably
because the increased bending of the middle layer in the symmet-
rical state requires a stiffer interface (recall the normal interface
stiffness is inversely proportional to normal characteristic force
length dn). In order for the symmetric conﬁguration to be
maintained a perturbation magnitude of p = 0.05) is required. Withsmaller values of p, either the system returns to an approximately
uniform solution rigidly displaced to one of the outer layers (similar
to the x-axis nonsymmetric uniform solution of Fig. 6 lower box) or
the Newton-Rhapson algorithm goes into inﬁnite iteration or
numerical overﬂow. The value of p(=0.05) is ﬁve times larger than
that needed to trigger a skew symmetric shape which indicates that
the skew symmetric conﬁguration is more likely to be observed
than the symmetric one (i.e., it is more ‘‘stable’’). The character of
the symmetric conﬁguration is further revealed in Fig. 15 by the
shapes of the v1(x = 0), v2(x = 0) curves at large values of rigid load.
For dn = 0.01 at a rigid load v1R a bit larger than three times dn,
v1(x = 0)starts to increase (with v1R) while v
2(x = 0) ﬁrst decreases
then increases with increasing v1R The non monotonic nature of
the v2(x = 0) curve and the rising of v1(x = 0) at large values of rigid
load v1R indicates that the middle layer is relaxing to a less bent state
(with less bending energy) as the effect of the perturbation de-
creases with large separation. One may infer that layer conﬁgura-
tions with lower bending energy are more readily observable. The
perturbation magnitude of p(=0.05) is sufﬁcient to sustain the
highly bent symmetric shape for dn = 0.005, 0.003 for rigid load
ranges of v1R of more than four times that of dn. However, systems
with dn = 0.005, 0.003 will eventually go through the same process
as that with dn = 0.01. In summary, symmetric conﬁgurations are
Fig. 12. Rotation of the middle layer.
Fig. 11. Distribution of normal and shear traction components on the lower interface. Skew-symmetric perturbation dn = 0.03.
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idly shifted uniformly to an outer layer (i.e., a state with a superim-
posed shape nonuniformity of Fig. 8 on the horizontally
nonsymmetric conﬁguration of Fig. 6), or (ii) skew-symmetric sep-
arations of Fig. 10.3.5. A desktop experiment
In order to illustrate the stable conﬁgurations attainable and the
brittle nature of the separation processes a simple trilayer system
desktop demonstration has been designed and built in which the
top and bottom layers are two identical strong magnets (each
12  3/4  1/2 inches) and the middle layer is a steel strip of the
same length and depth as those of the magnets (two strips with
different thicknesses were used, i.e., 1/32 and 1/64 inches). A
sketch of the setup is provided in Fig. 16. The trilayer system de-
sign, which does not constrain against rigid body rotation, is
loaded by turning the threaded separation controller so that the
top layer experiences a rigid displacement. The force can be mea-
sured through the attachment of a force gauge to the bottom slider.
In order to measure the top interface force-separation relation (to
Fig. 13. Distribution of normal separation and shear slip on the lower interface. Symmetric perturbation.
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steel strip was rigidly ﬁxed to the bottom layer and all rotations
were constrained. The resulting force-separation curve is shown
in Fig. 17. The vertical axis is the resultant interface force and
the horizontal axis is the displacement of the top slider which is
approximately equal to the top interface separation because of
the high stiffnesses of the magnets and steel strip. The graph indi-
cates a nonlinear shape of the force-separation curve in which the
force increases quickly to an approximate plateau region and then
drops dramatically to a small value and decreases gradually there-
after. In the demonstration the interaction between the layers is
only approximately interfacial because the magnetic force is not
truly an interface force. Nevertheless, the steel strips are thin so
that this may not be a bad approximation. The bifurcation demon-
stration was carried out with the top magnet layer free to rotate
and the bottom one ﬁxed (horizontal displacement of the top layer
is constrained while in the analysis, horizontal movement is al-
lowed). The resulting equilibrium states after bifurcation are either
a straight parallel centerline conﬁguration with uneven interface
separations (the middle strip is adhered to the upper or lower
layer; lower box in Fig. 6) or, the skew-symmetric conﬁguration
(box in Fig. 10). These two observable conﬁgurations must have
similar stability (or system energy after bifurcation). Furthermore,the response is clearly brittle as evidenced by an audible ‘‘pop’’ as
the post bifurcation conﬁgurations are reached. This behavior is
consistent with the bifurcation analysis results predicted
theoretically.4. The nonuniform interface
4.1. Introduction
Interface nonuniformities in the form of ‘‘crack-like’’ defects
that correspond to variations of interfacial strength are considered
by assuming an interface strength function r^2max in the form (19)2
with p = rmax. In what follows the term crack refers exclusively
to the stationary sharp crack of classical fracture mechanics. The
term crack-like defect or simply defect is reserved for the nonuni-
form decohesive interface formulation.4.2. The crack-like defect in uniform material
The formulation outlined in Section 2 can be used to analyze
arbitrary conﬁgurations of straight crack-like defects on interfaces.
It can also be used to solve the problem of a single crack-like defect
Fig. 15. Normal separation at the midpoint of each interface.
Fig. 14. Distribution of normal and shear traction components on the lower interface. Skew-symmetric perturbation.
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crack solution for the plate of ﬁnite width in a tensile ﬁeld (Koiter
and Benthem, 1973). This calculation is desirable because it: (i)
lends credibility to the proposed methodology by comparing it to
the classical solution and, (ii) surpasses the crack solution in that
the evolution of the defect with load can be captured5. We record
here the expression, from the sharp crack solution, for the stress
component ryy along the crack line:
ryy
r ¼ KðaÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
a
2 1 að Þ x aj j
r
; ð20Þ
where K(a) is nondimensional stress intensity factor which is a qua-
dratic function of half crack length a (normalized by the plate half-
width), and the normal stress ryy is valid in a neighborhood of the
crack tip.
Inorder to solve theproblemofaplanecentral crack-likedefect in
uniform material, using the tryilayer theory presented in Section 2,
proceed as follows. Geometric layer parameters are taken to be
e1 = e3 = 0.3, e2 = 0.075. The crack-like defect on the ﬁrst (upper)5 A detailed discussion of defect growth will not be included since it is the subject
of Nguyen and Levy (2009), albeit for a somewhat different geometry.
frame
vertical 
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rotatable 
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holder magnet
rotation 
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steel strip
Fig. 16. Desktop demonstration setup.
Fig. 17. Force vs. separation for the magnet bars/steel strip system. l, half length of
the magnets; v0, dimensioned displacement of the top slider.
Fig. 18. Central crack in a plate of ﬁnite length.
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(lower) interface is assumed uniform. Let the elastic properties of all
three layers be identical E1 = E2 = 5, m1 = m2 = .3) and furthermore, let
the interface strength and the force length parameter for the second
(lower) interface be chosen so that the interface is effectively rigid,
i.e., choose d2n ¼ 101d1n ¼ :001;r2max ¼ 10r1max so that the stiffness
of the second interface is 100 times that of the ﬁrst interface (the ini-
tial interface stiffness is givenby ermax/dn). Because the ‘‘stiffness’’ of
a decohesive interface decreases during interface separation, the ri-
gid displacements of the outer slabs are kept at a relatively small va-
lue so that the load on the trilayer system remains small
(r < r1max=100) to guarantee effective rigidity of the second inter-
face. Note that while the classical crack solution of Koiter and
Benthem (1973) is independent of the plate modulus, the trilayer
theory developed here requires the layer moduli to be speciﬁed.
Themoduli of the three layerswere chosen to be identical and equal
to the strength (r1max) of the ﬁrst interface, i.e., considerably less than
the initial interface stiffness. This insures that the responsewill sim-
ulate a static crack. Plots of stress ratio (or stress concentration fac-tor) along the crack line for three different values of crack length are
given in Fig. 18 for d1n ¼ 0:01. The stress intensity factors for the clas-
sical fracture solution are K = 0.9, 0.83, 0.805 corresponding to nor-
malized crack half length a = 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 respectively. The
classical fracture solution has a stress singularity at the crack tip
and the normalized stress away from the crack tip decreases to val-
ues that are smaller than the nominal stress in the case of short crack
lengths (e.g., a = 0.25). This is because the classical fracture formula
(20) is limited in that it applies only in the neighborhood of the crack
tip. The solutions fromthe trilayer theorypresentedhere yield stress
distributions that: (i) have ﬁnite values at the defect tip (assumed to
be located at the unloaded defect half length), (ii) have values that
are valid along the entire length (2 l in Fig. 2) of the layer (not just
near the defect tip) and (iii) evolve nonlinearly with increasing load.
Defect tip stress concentration values are approximately 4, 8 and 14
Fig. 19. Distribution of normal separation and shear slip for the cases in Fig. 18.
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tively showing a nonlinear relationship between defect length and
stress concentration. The stress concentration at the tip of a longer
crack-like defect is higher so that a longer defect grows at lower
nominal stress. This is consistent with classical fracture theory, i.e.,
that the stress intensity factor increaseswith crack length. The solu-
tions for the components of stress in the trilayer theory, at points far
from the defect tip, become smaller than the nominal stress when
defects are longer (e.g., a = 0.5, a = 0.75).When the defect tip is close
to the lateral surface (e.g., at a defect length of a = 0.75), the normal
stress becomes negative. This phenomenon is an effect of the ﬁnite
height of the layers on the normal stress component which cannot
be captured in classical crack theories. When the defect tips get clo-
ser to the layer ends, bending of the layers dominates over the nom-
inal stress giving rise to compressive regions aheadof thedefect tips.
Figs. 19 and 20 depict the distributions of displacement jump com-
ponents u1, v1 and normalized (with the ﬁrst interface strength
r1max) interface traction components f 1x ; f 1y . Normal displacement
jumps (Fig. 19) indicate very small separations of the interface in
bonded zones and, for a half defect length of 0.75, a short contact re-
gion at the ends of the interface that is consistentwith the stress dis-
tribution in Fig. 20. The normal displacement jump component
associatedwith the second interface (not shown) is about104 timesthat of the ﬁrst interface which conﬁrms the effective rigidity of the
second interface and, that the interface parameters were well cho-
sen. Normalized normal traction component distributions (Fig. 20)
show that shorter defects are associated with larger stress values
for the same value of rigid loading separation of the top and bottom
layers. In otherwords, the equivalent force to separate a systemwith
a longer bonded zone is larger than the force needed for the separa-
tion of a similiar systemwith a shorter bonded zone. This is entirely
consistent with the stress concentration results described above
(note that Fig. 18 displays stress concentrationwhile Fig. 20 displays
normalized stress). Taken together Figs. 18–20 indicate little inﬂu-
ence of the weak boundary conditions on the lateral surfaces. Be-
cause of the ﬁnite length of the layers they may contribute
somewhat to the value of the normal and shear interface traction
in the proximity of the lateral surfaces for the case of a long defect
(a = 0.5, a = 0.75).5. Conclusion
In this paperwehaveexamined themechanics of interface failure
in the trilayer system consisting of linear elastic layers separated by
distinct uniform, or nonuniform/defective, nonlinear decohesive
Fig. 20. Distribution of normal and shear traction components for the cases in Fig. 18.
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oryofdebonding/decohesion for theN-layer composite (Nguyenand
Levy, 2009). The associated numerical procedure allows for the
determination of interface behavior independent of the details of
the elastic ﬁelds within the layers which could, if desired, be ob-
tained after the fact. Results of the analysis of this geometrically sim-
ple system reveal complex behaviors depending on interface
characteristics, layer geometry andelastic properties. In order to test
the analysis, the predictions have been compared with that of the
classic problem of a central crack in a uniform plate of ﬁnite width
and, with equilibrium states observed in a desktop demonstration
designed to simulate the system analyzed. The quality of these pre-
dictions validates the efﬁcacy of the theory and its ultimate utility in
predicting quasi static evolution with load of arbitrary conﬁgura-
tions of crack like defects on interfaces in multilayer linear elastic
composites. An application of the theory to layered systems of prac-
tical interest, such as interface failure in FRP plate reinforced con-
crete beams (including concrete ripping), will be the subject of
future study.
Appendix A
Kernels for integral equations (6) of the trilayer system (note
that lengths are normalized by layer half-length l) arise in theboundary displacement differences between any two layers and
ultimately depend on the fundamental solution (3), (4) to the
biharmonic equation. They are given by:
K11yy ¼  K1n þ K2n
 
cos np x0  xð Þð Þ þ ay xð Þx02
 1
32
e1 j1 þ 1ð Þ
l1
þ e2 j2 þ 1ð Þ
l2
 
;
K12yy ¼ L2n cos np x0  xð Þð Þ þ by xð Þx02 
1þ j2ð Þe2
32l2
;
K11yx ¼ M1n M2n
 
sin np x0  xð Þð Þ þ vy xð Þx0 þ
1
l1
 1
l2
 
x
4
;
K12yx ¼ N2n sin np x0  xð Þð Þ þ dy xð Þx0 
x
4l2
K11xy ¼  M1n M2n
 
sin np x0  xð Þð Þ þ ax xð Þx02
þ j1  3
l1
 j2  3
l2
 
x
32
;
K12xy ¼ N2n sin np x0  xð Þð Þ þ bx xð Þx02 
j2  3ð Þx
32l2
;
K11xx ¼  Q1n þ Q2n
 
cos np x0  xð Þð Þ þ vx xð Þx0;
K12xx ¼ R2n cos np x0  xð Þð Þ þ dx xð Þx0;
ðA:1Þ
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Kjn ¼ 
1þ jj
 
4ejan þ sinh 4ejan
  
4anlj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
Ljn ¼
1þ jj
 
2ejan cosh 2ejan
 þ sinh 2ejan  
2anlj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
Mjn ¼ 
16e2j a2n þ 1 jj
 
1 cosh 4ejan
  
4anlj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
ðA:2Þ
Njn ¼ 
1þ jj
 
ej sinh 2ejan
 
lj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
Qjn ¼
1þ jj
 
4ejan  sinh 4ejan
  
4anlj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
Rjn ¼
1þ jj
  2ejan cosh 2ejan þ sinh 2ejan  
2anlj 1þ 8e2j a2n  cosh 4ejan
   ;
an ¼ np;
ðA:3Þ
ay xð Þ ¼ 3128
j1  3
e1l1
þ j2  3
e2l2
 
 3
128
j1 þ 1
e31l1
þ j2 þ 1
e32l2
 
x2
¼ ay0 þ ay2x2;
by xð Þ ¼ 
3 j2  3ð Þ
128e2l2
þ 3 j2 þ 1ð Þ
128e32l2
x2 ¼ by0 þ by2x2;
vy xð Þ ¼
5
64
j1  3
l1
 j2  3
l2
 
þ 3
64
j2 þ 1ð Þ
e22l2
 j1 þ 1ð Þ
e21l1
 
x2
¼ vy0 þ vy2x2;
dy xð Þ ¼ j2  364l2
þ 3 j2 þ 1ð Þ
64e22l2
x2 ¼ dy0 þ dy2x2;
ðA:4Þ
ax xð Þ ¼ 364
j2 þ 1ð Þ
e22l2
 j1 þ 1ð Þ
e21l1
 
x ¼ ax1x;
bx xð Þ ¼ 
3 j2 þ 1ð Þ
64e22l2
x ¼ bxx;
vx xð Þ ¼ 
j1 þ 1
e1l1
þ j2 þ 1
e2l2
 
x
8
¼ vx1x;
dx xð Þ ¼  j2 þ 116e2l2
x ¼ dx1x:
ðA:5Þ
Expansions of interface displacement jump components in eigen-
functions of the kernels are given by:
v1 xð Þ ¼
X1
i¼1
v1i /i xð Þ þ v10; u1 xð Þ ¼
X1
i¼1
u1i /i xð Þ þ u10;
v2 xð Þ ¼
X1
i¼1
v2i /i xð Þ þ v20; u2 xð Þ ¼
X1
i¼1
u2i /i xð Þ þ u20;
/2k1 xð Þ ¼ sin kpxð Þ; /2k xð Þ ¼ cos kpxð Þ; k ¼ 1;2 . . . :
ðA:6Þ
Modal equations for the trilayer system in Fig. 2 (with identical top
and bottom layers) are obtained by substituting (A.6) into integral
equations (6), and using orthogonality of eigenfunctions. They are
given by
 v12k1  K1k þ K2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
 L2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0  M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
þ N2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0þ2 1ð Þ
kþ1
kp
x1 x2ð Þ ¼ 0
 v12k  K1k þ K2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
 L2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0 þ M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
 N2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
þ 4 1ð Þ
k
k2p2
ay2
Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0 þ by2
Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0

þvy2
Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0 þ dy2
Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0 þ 1þ j1ð Þr
64e31l1

¼ 0
 v10 þ
1
3
ay2 þ ay0
 Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0 þ 1
3
by2 þ by0
 Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0
þ 1
3
vy2 þ vy0
 Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0 þ 1
3
dy2 þ dy0
 Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0
 e1 j1 þ 1ð Þ
l1
þ e2 j2 þ 1ð Þ
l2
 
r
8
þ 1þ j1
3e21
 j1 þ 3
 
r
64e1l1
þ v1R  v2R ¼ 0
 u12k1 þ M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
þ N2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0  Q1k þ Q2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
 R2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
þ 2 1ð Þ
kþ1
kp
ax1
Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0 þ bx1
Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0

þvx1
Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0 þ dx1
Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0 þ j1  3l1
 j2  3l2
 
r
8
þ 1þ j1ð Þr
32l1e21

¼ 0
 u12k  M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0
 N2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0  Q1k þ Q2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
 R2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0 ¼ 0
u10 þ e1x1 þ e2x2 þ u1R  u2R ¼ 0
 v22k1  L2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0  K1k þ K2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0
 N2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0 þ M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
þ2 1ð Þ
kþ1
kp
x2 x3ð Þ ¼ 0
v22kL2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0  K1k þK2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0
þN2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0  M1k M2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
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k
k2p2
by2
Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0 þ ay2
Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0

dy2
Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0  vy2
Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0 þ 1þ j1ð Þr
64e31l1

¼ 0
v20 þ
1
3
by2 þ by0
 Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0 þ 1
3
ay2 þ ay0
 Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0
 1
3
dy2 þ dy0
 Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0  1
3
vy2 þ vy0
 Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0
 e1 j1 þ 1ð Þ
l1
þ e2 j2 þ 1ð Þ
l2
 
r
8
þ 1þ j1
3e21
 j1 þ 3
 
r
64e1l1
þ v2R  v3R ¼ 0
 u22k1  N2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0  M1k M2k
 

Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0  R2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
 Q1k þ Q2k
 Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0
þ 2 1ð Þ
kþ1
kp
bx1
Z 1
1
x02f 1y x
0ð Þdx0  ax1
Z 1
1
x02f 2y x
0ð Þdx0

þdx1
Z 1
1
x0f 1x x
0ð Þdx0 þ vx1
Z 1
1
x0f 2x x
0ð Þdx0  j1  3
l1
 j2  3
l2
 
r
8
 1þ j1ð Þr
32l1e21

¼ 0
 u22k þ N2k
Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 1y x0ð Þdx0 þ M1k M2k
 

Z 1
1
sin kpx0ð Þf 2y x0ð Þdx0  R2k
Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 1x x0ð Þdx0
 Q1k þ Q2k
 Z 1
1
cos kpx0ð Þf 2x x0ð Þdx0 ¼ 0
u20 þ e3x3 þ e2x2 þ u2R  u3R ¼ 0 ðA:7ÞReferences
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